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The most important Essential Skills for Count Room Clerks are: 

Numeracy, Oral Communication 
 
Count Room Clerks are responsible for removing money, tokens, chips etc from slot machines, table games and 
tip locations. They count, sort, verify, bundle, balance and report daily. They communicate with others across the 
organization.   
 

Typical Level & 
Most Complex 

How Count Room Clerks use Essential Skills 

 
A. READING TEXT 

1-2 
 

Count Room Clerks read and verify receipt, spreadsheets and balance reports. Policy and 
procedure manuals and instruction manuals are scanned to locate relevant information. 

B. USE OF DOCUMENTS  

1-2 
 

Count Room Clerks verify and balance the money collected from the slot machines and the 
table games on a spreadsheet. They search for discrepancies on balance reports. 

C. WRITING  

1-2 Count Room Clerks write a daily balance report and a variance report when a discrepancy is 
identified. Tips are recorded and repair tags are written for faulty equipment. 

D. NUMERACY  

1-3 Count Room Clerks read, verify, sort and bundle money collected from slot machines and 
table games. They count tips, tokens, coupons, foreign currency and cheques. They 
complete a balance report and find and report any discrepancies. 

E. ORAL COMMUNICATION  

1-2 Count Room Clerks communicate with coworkers to plan daily tasks. They talk to 
departments who request an ‘add’ to their float. They also communicate with contractors, 
housekeeping, technicians and supervisors to coordinate their tasks around others roles. 

F. THINKING SKILLS  

1-2 The Count Room Clerk examines ways to improve processes and uses past experience to 
resolve mechanical issues and locate discrepancies. They plan daily work tasks and 
remember policy and procedures. 

G. WORKING WITH OTHERS 

 The Count Room Clerk works collaboratively with their team to complete daily tasks. They 
meet with supervisors to make suggestions, offer support to maintenance technicians and 
mentor new employees. 

H. COMPUTER USE  

1 The Count Room Clerk has basic knowledge of Windows and has the ability to read 
spreadsheets. 

I. CONTINUOUS LEARNING 

 Count Room Clerks apply prior experience to new learning. They seek both formal and 
informal learning opportunities within and outside of the organization.    

J. OTHER INFORMATION 

 Count Room Clerks are required to bend and twist to lift cash boxes from slot machines. 

 

Essential Skills Summary – COUNT ROOM CLERK 
 


